The aim of this work is the analysis of the mid-latitude ionospheric trough (MIT) using the Global Ionospheric Maps from IGS (GIMs) during the solar minimum, 
Introduction
The electron density during nighttime is expected to decrease since its source of ionization, the solar extreme ultraviolet radiation, is absent. This nighttime behavior of the ionosphere is not so simple, there are a large number of anomalous phenomena that occur during the night under different conditions, i.e. the Weddell anomaly (Lin et al. 2010 ) (Meza et al. 2015) , east-west difference (Natali & Meza 2017) (Liu & Yamamoto 2011) , or the mid-latitude trough (Ishida et al. 2014 ) (Le et al. 2016) . In particular, the mid-latitude ionospheric trough (MIT) is a depleted region of ionospheric plasma density in the F layer and lies just equatorward of the auroral equatorward boundary (Yang et al. 2015) .
One of the mechanism associated to the formation of the trough is the plasma stagnation and the decay in ionization during night hours in a region where coronation and convection of the electric fields acts (Knudsen 1974) . The MIT was observed and studied using different observations technique, from ground based to satellite (Krankowski et al. 2008 ) (Lee et al. 2011 ) (He et al. 2011 ).
The occurrence of the MIT depends on latitude, longitude as well as the geomagnetic activity. There are some parameters which characterize the MIT, the trough minimum position, the trough depth and trough equatorial (or polar) half-width (Karpachev 2003) (Yang et al. 2015) . Rodger et al. (1992) , Voiculescu et al. (2006) found that the MIT globally is more pronounced during autumn and winter months and less evident in spring and summer and in summer it is clearly observed near local midnight. Yang et al. (2015) performed a statistical analysis of the MIT over the Northern Hemisphere using GPS data during 2000-2014. They found that the trough minimum position depends primarily on geomagnetic activity, magnetic local time (MLT), and the season. They also conclude that trough depth depends on F10.7 and lesser with the MLT. The invariant latitude of MIT minimum is one of 2 the more important parameter of the MIT location, and there are many models that consider the local time and geomagnetic activity to describe its variation (Kohnlein & Raitt 1977) (Collis & Häggström 1988) (Rycroft & Burnell 1970) (Horvath & Essex 2003) (Werner & Prölss 1997) . Horvath & Essex (2003) studied the diurnal, seasonal, spatial and magnetic activity variations of the southern-hemisphere mid-latitude trough using GPS and TOPEX satellite techniques during the low-sunspot number from February 1995 to February 1996. They found that the nighttime trough was well developed during summer for different geomagnetic activity. They also detected the trough twice in the Australian longitude region, being one at mid latitude and the other at higher latitudes. Lee et al. (2011) is the first paper studying the three dimensional structures of the MIT using GPS radio occultation experiment; they showed that the troughs in the two hemisphere are asymmetric and in Northern Hemisphere is more evident and stronger than in the Southern Hemisphere during equinoctial seasons. He et al. (2011) using GPS radio occultation experiment found at midnight the longitudinally deepest MIT occurs to the west of the geomagnetic pole in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres during the equinox seasons and local summer. They conclude that the MIT location could be explained in terms of the neutral winds and the geometry of the magnetic field.
This configuration produces that the plasma in the Southern Hemisphere goes downward where the declination is negative and viceversa. A similar situation occurred in the Northern Hemisphere. This effect enhanced the depletion. They also highlight a relationship between the MIT minimum position and the solar wind with an oscillation of 9 days.
Since the establishment of the IGS tracking infrastructure, GNSS became a well-established tool for ionospheric sounding as these systems offer an unprecedented combination of accuracy, temporal and spatial resolution, and availability. In this structure the Ionosphere Working Group of the International GNSS Service (Iono-WG) created in 1998 (Feltens & Schaer 1998) lationship between this parameter and high-speed solar wind and geomagnetic activity is analyzed. First, the data used is described. Then, the results for different hours in both hemisphere are introduced along with a discussions. Finally, the conclusions are presented.
DATA
Global vTEC maps from IGS were used in this work. These maps are a combined product which involve several steps: raw GNSS data measurements provided by the IGS GNSS ground network; an independent computation of vTEC maps by four analysis centers; evaluation and combination of the vTEC maps provided by the analysis centers. Finally the validation which is performed with an independent source of vTEC. More details about the generation of these maps could be found in (Hernández Pajares et al., 2009 Outliers were replaced using a linear interpolation.
Finally, the Kp geomagnetic index is used to study the relationship, between the MIT minimum position and geomagnetic activity. This index is obtained every hour from NASA product (https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/form/dx1.html).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results were organized in: FMA ( trough is also evident during autumn and winter (Grebowsky et al. 1983) . In all cases the MIT minimum position is well aligned with the geomagnetic latitude +62
• and −55
• , white central line in Figs 
where Λ is the trough MIT minimum position (invariant latitude in degree),
A 0 the constant, a and b are the multi-regression coefficients and t is the time in hours from local midnight (positive after midnight and negative before midnight). Table 1 shows the constants and coefficients obtained by the authors mentioned before.
The remaining models are proposed by Werner and Prölss (1997) . They develop two empirical models whose variables are AE and magnetic local time and AE 6 is
with AE(x) the hourly averaged auroral electrojet index at time x = U T − i.
Eq. 2 and 3 are referred as model A and B respectively.
The empirical relation Eq.(1) derived by Rycroft & Burnell (1970) Finally, Figure 12 shows the periodograms of the MIT minimum position for each local time and both hemisphere. The more relevant periods are 27 days, related to solar rotation, and theirs subperiods 13.5 days and 9 days which also are found for the solar wind (Figure 12 last column).
Consequently, it is possible to correlate the periodic variability of the solar wind and the MIT minimum position, taking into account the effect of convection in the ionosphere at high latitudes. That means, the magnetoplasma (ionospheric plasma) moves at velocity v = ExB/|B| 2 , where the electric field E is applied across the magnetoplasma with a magnetic flux density B. In our case, E has a direct contribution of the solar wind dawn-dusk electric field, Burton et al., 1975) . Therefore, multiday oscillations in the solar wind speed (Temmer et al.,2007) (Lei et al., 2010) could drive a similar effect in the MIT minimum position.
Analyzing our results further: the 27 days solar rotation period is present in both hemisphere for all local times. The second (13.5 days) and third (9 Hemisphere (Förster and Cnossen 2013) highlighting that at higher latitudes, B is more intense in the Southern Hemisphere. Therefore, the ExB/|B| 2 drift is weaker in the Southern than in the Northern Hemisphere. For these reasons, the latitudinal variation of the MIT minimum position is weaker in the Southern Hemisphere and consequently the determination of its periodicity as less significance.
CONCLUSIONS
GIMs from GNSS are used to analyze the nighttime mid-latitude ionospheric trough in both hemisphere.
The trough is seen in both hemispheres showing an asymmetric pattern.
Also the presence of the high-latitude troughs in autumn and winter are distin- We find that the MIT minimum position fluctuates with a close relationship to the solar wind speed. Fluctuations of 9 days and 27 days of the MIT minimum position are found, which could be related with the solar wind oscillations, especially for 00 and 02 LT in both hemisphere, suggesting a link between them.
